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This was to be a year of celebration 
for the Aboriginal Legal Service after 
reaching the milestone of 50 years 
since our establishment in 1970. Of 
course, no one expected a pandemic  
to get in the way. 
Delivering high quality services is always our 
primary objective but our focus on marking 
the anniversary has also been diverted to 
adapting our services to run effectively within 
the bounds of COVID restrictions. On behalf 
of the Board, I applaud the ALS executive and 
employees for their remarkable work during 
this time. The fact that the ALS’ service output 
has increased during the pandemic – alongside 
strong advocacy for the rights of our people in 
the face of unprecedented police powers – is a 
testament to the dedication of our team.

While we were fortunate to hold some COVID-
safe anniversary celebrations, including a 
photographic exhibition supported by the City 
of Sydney, many of our initiatives have been 
put on hold. It remains important to the ALS 
to commemorate our journey with community, 
and we still plan to hold belated events when 
it is safe to do so. It will be fantastic to be 
in a room again with our Elders, celebrating 
their incredible legacy and contribution to 
justice, alongside the many people who make 
the ALS so strong today. In the meantime, 
our community is doing what it does best: 
protecting and caring for one another.

I am encouraged that community is now 
in the driver’s seat for the Closing the Gap 
process, after the signing of a new National 
Agreement in July 2020. We know that our 
people are strong, smart and resilient. We are 
the experts on our own wellbeing, aspirations, 
families and communities. The ALS is pleased 
to be playing a role in the new Closing the Gap 
implementation process as part of the NSW 

Coalition of Aboriginal Peak Organisations. 
The first step involves widespread community 
consultations, which have unfortunately been 
complicated by COVID. We hope to be back 
on track and sharing more about Closing 
the Gap soon.

Planning commenced during 2020-21 to shape 
the ALS’ new strategy, which will guide the 
organisation’s work for the next five years. 
The incoming strategic plan is ambitious and 
acts as a framework to both stabilise current 
initiatives and grow our impact and raise our 
voice even louder. Just like our founders 50 
years ago, the modern ALS is not afraid to 
fight for what is right. Many exciting initiatives 
are on the horizon, including greater ALS 
involvement in civil law and community legal 
education; embedding a community organising 
model into our work; expanding our advocacy 
on behalf of children who are caught in the 
legal system; and working more closely at 
the intersections of criminal justice, health 
inequality and disability. We will report on our 
work under the new strategy next year.

It is fitting that as the ALS’ strategic plan 
is refreshed, so is its governance team. 
As required every three years under the 
ALS Constitution, late in the financial year 
we began the process to elect a new ALS 
Company and Board. In June 2021, Company 
Members were elected for the Western and 
Northern Regions, but unfortunately an 
election meeting in the Central South Eastern 
region had to be postponed due to the COVID 
outbreak in Sydney. For now, I would like 
to say it has been my honour to serve as 
Chairperson of the ALS. 

Mark Davies
Chairperson (to June 2021) 

Message from the Chairperson
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Message from the  
Chief Executive Officer
It has been a relentlessly busy year  
full of challenges, but not without  
some hard-won successes. 
Our Criminal Law Practice ran a test case 
winning the first allowance of a gendered 
bench in the common law world, giving a 
young woman the right to have sensitive 
strip-search footage shielded from men in 
the courtroom. Our criminal lawyers also 
worked hard to defend the community’s right 
to protest, offering on-call legal support for 
Aboriginal people attending several Black 
Lives Matter rallies. Meanwhile, our Care & 
Protection/Family Law Practice expanded 
both in size and geographic reach, supporting 
more Aboriginal families across NSW during a 
particularly difficult year. 

The ALS became involved in the new Closing 
the Gap agreement, as part of the NSW 
Coalition of Peak Organisations and as 

the NSW/ACT peak body for justice for 
our peoples. 

We made great strides in our technological 
capabilities in 2020-21, improving our 
data collection and handling processes; 
migrating office-based servers to the cloud; 
and developing an app for our Custody 
Notification Service in partnership with 
UTS Rapido. 

I am excited to commence work under a new 
organisational strategy from next financial 
year. The ALS Strategic Plan 2021-2026 is 
the result of much hard work, challenging 
conversations and frank reflections between 
our executive team and Board. We are 
committed to fulfilling our community’s 
expectations of the ALS as a fighter for our 
people, and a strong advocate for justice 
and equity. In addition to continuing to 
build our legal services, we plan to grow our 

shared services including finance, human 
resources, technology, communication, data 
management and more. As the supporting 
infrastructure for our legal and community 
services, investing in these functions will 
enable the ALS to multiply our impact.

This year saw a number of encouraging 
developments in NSW and the ACT. Recently 
the NSW Government announced the 
establishment of a Drug Court in Dubbo, 
not long after it had announced funding for 
a regional drug and alcohol rehabilitation 
centre. Both of these new initiatives had been 
advocated for by the ALS and others. 

The ACT Government also responded positively 
to our advocacy this year, introducing the 
Warrumbul Circle Sentencing Court for 
Aboriginal children and becoming the first 
Australian jurisdiction to commit to raising the 
age of legal responsibility. As a member of the 
#RaiseTheAge campaign, the ALS is calling 
on Australia to stop the outdated, inhumane 
practice of detaining children as young as 10. 
Not only does this practice fail to recognise 
that children lack full cognitive capacity to 
connect actions with consequences; it also 
puts Australia out of step with the rest of 
the world, where the age of responsibility is 
overwhelmingly 14 or higher. We are very 
pleased that the ACT has chosen to lead in 
this regard and our eyes are now firmly on the 
NSW Government to pick up the mantle.

This year saw rare and historic charges laid 
against a Corrective Services officer and a 
NSW Police officer in connection to matters 
involving the ALS. Sadly, it also saw an 
increase in our work in coronial inquests; as 
at 30 June 2021, the ALS is representing 10 

families whose loved ones died in custody 
or police operations. In April 2021, Australia 
marked the 30th anniversary since the 
Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in 
Custody. The anniversary came in the midst 
of a devastating spate of deaths in custody 
and police incidents; from March to May, eight 
Aboriginal people died in short succession.

This tragic loss of life reminds us of the 
urgency of our work. Systemic changes to 
reduce the imprisonment of Aboriginal people 
and prevent deaths in custody are urgently 
needed. We will continue to fight hard for 
these changes.

With COVID-19 becoming an ongoing part 
of our lives, there is no sign that the coming 
financial year will be any less demanding and 
unpredictable than the last. I would like to 
thank each and every ALS employee for their 
tireless efforts and significant impact this year, 
in particular our Principal Legal Officer, Nadine 
Miles, who is doing impressive work. The 
ALS’ greatest strength is in our talented and 
passionate team, and I am inspired every day 
by their achievements.

I also extend my gratitude to our funders, 
partners, donors and supporters. Our work 
was bolstered by a significant increase in 
charitable donations this year. These generous 
contributions enable the ALS to shape our own 
agenda in the true spirit of self-determination. 

Together, we are strong and powerful. I look 
forward to continuing to meet whatever 
challenges come our way.

Karly Warner
Chief Executive Officer

We are committed to fulfilling our 
community’s expectations of the ALS as 
a fighter for our people, and a strong 
advocate for justice and equity.
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A fighter for our people
Who we are and what we do

Sydney

Canberra

Office locations

A fighter for our people
Who we are and what we do

The Aboriginal Legal Service has been 
fighting for justice for Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people for over  
50 years.
We are a proud Aboriginal community-
controlled organisation and a not-for-profit  
legal services provider. We deliver free, 
culturally appropriate legal advice, 
representation, information and referrals for 
thousands of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people in NSW and the ACT each year. 

About us
We also represent our sector as the peak body 
for Aboriginal legal services in NSW and the 
ACT. We are recognised as a leading, expert 
voice on issues pertaining to justice and equity 
for our people.

We are a team of over 230 people 
supported by an army of allies, working 
from 24 offices to defend Aboriginal 
people’s rights from the continent’s 
busiest city to the most remote towns.

View the full list of ALS offices and 
contact details on page 64-65.

9

Children at the ALS, Redfern.  
Photo courtesy of Elaine Pelot Syron.
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How we make a difference
We support our mob every day by providing:

Advocacy 
and law reform  
to speak up for our 
people and provide 
expert advice to 
change the system

Community 
Services

Advocacy 
and Law 
Reform

Legal 
Services

Legal services  
in criminal defence, care 
& protection/family law, 
coronial inquiries into deaths 
in custody, referrals and 
general information in civil 
matters, and supporting 
people in the Disability 
Royal Commission

Community services 
including support programs in the 
ACT aimed at reducing the number 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people in detention, plus 
auspiced services in tenants’ rights 
and justice reinvestment

Our legal practice impact in 2020-21
Across our NSW and ACT Criminal Law Practices, as well as  
our Care & Protection/Family Law Practice, we recorded:

23,691
clients supported

159
courts attended  
(+ circuits and 

outreach)

24,977
representation 

services

56,127
duty services

3,439
discrete 

assistance

23,063
calls received to  

the Custody 
Notification Service

84,543
individual services  

provided
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Our Vision
Just and equitable treatment 
for Aboriginal people and 
communities

Our Mission
To deliver quality and  
culturally appropriate  
legal services that meet 
the needs and aspirations 
of Aboriginal people and 
communities across NSW  
and the ACT and to be 
recognised as a leader  
in this field across Australia

Our Values
• We are proudly Aboriginal

• We acknowledge, honour 
and respect our traditional 
values and cultural 
practices

• We are community focused

• We are fearless in  
our advocacy

• We are accountable  
and ethical

• We are making a difference  
to create better futures

13

50+ years of Aboriginal legal services

The story of the origins of the ALS is as epic and full of 
heroic people as any of the great stories of Australian 
history. It is a classic David and Goliath type struggle 
by a small group of politicised Aboriginal activists who 
were determined to upset the 1960s status quo of 
police and institutional brutality and violence against 
their community in Redfern.
Dr Gary Foley 
Co-founder of the ALS

“

Arnold Williams, Lyall Munro Jr, Cecil Patten, Ken 
Weldon and Dan Munro pictured in the early days of 
the Aboriginal Legal Service. Photo courtesy of Elaine 
Pelot Syron.
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The year 2020 marked a milestone for 
the ALS: half a century of fighting for 
justice through community-controlled 
legal services.
When a group of determined Aboriginal 
activists and allies set up shop in 1970, they 
didn’t just establish Australia’s first Aboriginal 
legal service; it was the continent’s first free, 
community legal centre of any kind. This 
group of staunch leaders-in-the-making – Paul 
and Isabel Coe, Gary Foley, Gary Williams, 
Billy and Lyn Craigie, Bob and Kaye Bellear, 
Bronwyn Penrith, Tony Coorey, James Wedge, 
Alanna Doolan, Les Collins, and more – set 
the foundations for the vital community legal 
sector that we know today.

The Aboriginal legal justice movement was 
born on the streets of Redfern, where in the 
1960s and ‘70s, young people from regional 
towns across NSW were flocking to a vibrant 
and proud Black cultural scene. Yet Redfern, 
like so much of Australia, was marred by 
rampant police discrimination and brutality. 
Aboriginal people were subject to a strict 
nightly curfew. Police would frequently wait 
outside the couple of bars where Black 
patrons were allowed, ready to arrest them 
on trumped-up charges including offensive 
language and public drunkenness. These 
scenes often turned violent and there was little 
accountability for police officers’ actions. 

The band of Redfern activists, inspired by  
the American Black Power movement, decided 
to fight back through protest, advocacy, and 
defending racist police charges in court. They 
began monitoring and recording instances of 
police brutality, building a database that could 
be used to demonstrate the problem and 
lobby for justice. 

The first Aboriginal Legal Service office opened 
on Regent Street, Redfern, in early 1970. 
By the end of that year, we would receive a 
$20,000 Commonwealth grant. While it wasn’t 
nearly enough funding to meet the needs 
of our people, it was an important symbolic 
recognition for our work. 

For the first time, Aboriginal people were being 
represented in Sydney courts and defending 
charges brought against them by police. Many 
non-Indigenous people were also confronting 
the realities of their society for the first time. 
With the help of the University of New South 
Wales’ Professor Hal Wootten (who sadly 
passed away recently in 2021), prominent 
members of the legal fraternity joined the 
cause. The ALS became a legal force to be 
reckoned with.

It didn’t take long for other Aboriginal Legal 
Services to follow the Redfern model and 
emerge across Australia, as well as the 
Aboriginal Medical Service, Aboriginal Land 
Council and more. The strength of our model 
was in community control as well as the role 
of Aboriginal field officers as a “go-between”, 
offering cultural support and bridging the 
gaps between solicitors, magistrates and 
clients. This approach remains central to 
the ALS today.

In 50 years we’ve come a long way, but there 
is much further still to go. While authorities 
continue to lock up Aboriginal people and 
remove our children from home at vastly 
disproportionate rates, it’s clear the fight is 
not over. We are committed to staying true 
to our legacy of protest and resistance. Our 
communities can count on us to keep fighting 
for justice.

Our story

15

Mum Shirl (Shirley Smith) at a visit to 
the ALS in Redfern. Photo courtesy 
of Elaine Pelot Syron.
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In April 2021, we held the Aboriginal Legal 
Service 50th Anniversary Exhibition with 
generous support from the City of Sydney, 
sharing more than 80 photographs and 
pieces of memorabilia featuring significant 
moments in our history.
The week-long exhibition was displayed at The 
Australian Hall, an Aboriginal Land Council 
venue where the historic Day of Mourning 
protests took place in the 1930s.

The exhibition was featured on NITV’s 
The Point and will be digitised in 2021-22 
for the enjoyment of all our community 
and supporters.

Wes Patten (son of ALS co-founder Cecil Patten) 
at the exhibition launch, with a photo of himself 
participating in a land rights march as a child. The 
original photo was provided courtesy of Elaine 
Pelot Syron.

Avery and Helen Brown (ALS Directors) at the 
anniversary exhibition launch. Avery was an ALS 
field officer for almost 30 years.

Pictures from the exhibition launch

Celebrating our anniversary

Catch a glimpse of the 
ALS 50th Anniversary 
Exhibition on NITV’s 
The Point.

In November 2020, we held an online 
webinar, “Celebrating 50 years of protest, 
resistance and Aboriginal community-
controlled legal services”. The webinar was 
hosted by long-time ALS Honorary Director 
Peter Stapleton, and we were delighted to 
be joined by speakers Uncle Lyall Munro Jr, 
Aunty Lorraine Wright, Felicity Graham, and 
Makayla Reynolds.

Additionally, the ALS Coffs Harbour office 
joined the OneMob Radio team to hold a 
local anniversary event in June 2021. OneMob 
promoted the ALS’ 50th anniversary on their 
station and solicitor Nicola Breward had a 
chat live on the air.

While our anniversary plans have been 
otherwise stymied by COVID-19, we hope  
to hold belated celebrations in 2022.
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The ALS 50th anniversary logo and 
artwork was designed by Kamilaroi/
Gamilaraay artist Dennis Golding.
The artwork incorporates lines representing 
rivers and pathways. “This shares stories 
of the paths that have been paved for new 
generations and how the paths move in all 
directions to share their success and stories,” 
explains the artist.

We are delighted to feature the new logo on 
a range of T-shirts, hats, shopping bags and 
other merchandise that we are excited to 
share with community once events re-open 
after COVID lockdowns.  

Our 50th anniversary logo

Ever since 1970, community control has 
been at the heart of the ALS. We were one 
of the first Aboriginal community-controlled 
organisations on the continent and are 
proud to be owned, governed and led by the 
communities that we serve.

The ALS Company consists of 30 Aboriginal 
people from NSW and the ACT – 10 from 
each of three regions (Northern, Western, and 
Central South Eastern). Company members 
are elected by their communities for three-
year terms. In turn, the Company members 
for each region elect up to four people among 
their ranks to become directors and form 
the ALS Board.

In addition to the directors elected from 
each region, up to two honorary directors 
are permitted under the ALS Constitution to 
be appointed to the Board. These directors 
are not elected but are invited by other 
members because of their significant skills 
and experience. Unlike the rest of the Board, 
honorary directors do not have to identify 
as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander. They 
have no voting power but can attend Board 
meetings and participate in discussions.

The end of the 2020-21 financial year marks 
the conclusion of the current Company and 
Board’s three-year term. We thank each 
and every member and director for their 
contributions to keeping our organisation 
strong, effective and community-controlled.

Governance

The ALS is a public company limited by 
guarantee, led by an Aboriginal board and 
governed by the ALS Company. We are 
also a registered charity with the Australian 
Charities and Not-for-profits Commission 
and a tax-deductible gift recipient. 
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The ALS Board

Name Role Region

Mark Davies Chair Northern Region

Lorraine Wright Deputy Chair Western Region

Avery Brown (from 
August 2020) 

Director Northern Region

Helen Brown Director Northern Region

Robert Carroll Director Western Region

Raymond Keed Director Western Region

Peta MacGillivray Director Central South Eastern Region

Keith Morgan Director Central South Eastern Region

Brendan Moyle Director Central South Eastern Region

Edward Pitt Director Northern Region

Bunja Smith Director Central South Eastern Region

Hewitt Whyman (to 
January 2021)

Director Western Region

Peter Stapleton Honorary Director N/A

The following directors sat on the Board in 2020-21:

21

The ALS Board pictured in March 2021 
From left to right: Keith Morgan, Peta MacGillivray, Brendan Moyle, Avery Brown, 
Raymond Keed, Helen Brown, Robert Carroll, Mark Davies, Peter Stapleton,  
Lorraine Wright and Bunja Smith. 



Supporting our staff
This year we continued to support professional 
development for our employees – because 
the better equipped they are to do their jobs, 
the more we are able to help our clients. 
We continued our in-house legal education 
program with fortnightly online training 
for solicitors. We engaged members of 
the Bar and judiciary to provide excellent 
presentations on advocacy skills, practice 
issues, ethics and substantive law. Staff in 
the ALS Western Region enjoyed a number 
of weekend advocacy training sessions at 
local courthouses. In June 2021, many of our 
criminal law solicitors attended a one-day 
training session in Sydney. 

We continued to improve our recruitment 
and retention of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander lawyers. We acknowledge and deeply 
value the specialised knowledge and skills they 
bring to our practice.

Overall, it was a particularly challenging 
year for our Criminal Law Practice team, yet 
our solicitors, field officers, paralegals and 
administrative staff went above and beyond 
to continue serving our clients through 
COVID-19. They are to be commended for their 
dedication and skill.

ACT Criminal Law Practice
Our ACT Criminal Law Practice provides 
legal information, advice, representation 
and referral for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people living in the ACT as well as 
parts of the NSW South Coast. We are a small 
but mighty team of five solicitors, one field 
officer and two administrative staff.
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Criminal law

The bulk of the ALS’ work is in criminal 
defence, with our key goals being to defend 
the rights of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people and minimise their contact 
with the criminal legal system. Incarceration 
and punitive approaches to justice 
disproportionately harm our people. 
Diversion away from the criminal legal 
system is vital in enabling Aboriginal adults 
and children to live healthy, fulfilling and 
culturally rich lives.

In 2020-21 we continued to provide high 
quality and culturally safe services in criminal 
law across NSW and the ACT. As the COVID 
pandemic exacerbated the marginalisation 
experienced by many of our clients, we 
redoubled our efforts to be there for them.

Supporting our mob
Our work in 2020-21

Legal services
NSW Criminal Law Practice
This year COVID-19 continued to significantly 
impact our service delivery, with many Local 
Court hearings and District Court trials 
adjourned. This delay affected the entirety 
of our Criminal Law Practice, increasing 
workloads for our solicitors. It also prompted 
an increase in bail applications to release 
people from prison during the pandemic.

While we were forced to close some ALS offices 
due to COVID restrictions, at no point did we 
stop supporting our communities. We made 
the most of audio-visual communications and 
technology to continue providing legal support 
at a time when many of our clients were 
particularly vulnerable.

Notable cases
In addition to seeking justice for individuals, we regularly pursue cases that seek to 
transform the system and enable justice on a broader level. This year we worked 
on a number of test cases aiming to reform the law for the better of our clients and 
society as a whole.
These included DK v Director of Public Prosecutions [2021] NSWCA 134 where we  
changed the law relating to Crown appeals, creating an additional and appropriate hurdle 
to limit when the government can bring a matter to the Court of Criminal Appeal. The ALS 
was supported in this matter with pro bono assistance from Stephen Lawrence (ex ALS, 
now barrister).

In Field v the Queen [2021] HCASL 25 we sought special leave to the High Court from a lost 
case in the Court of Criminal Appeal in Field v R [2020] NSWCCA 105. Issues in disadvantage 
and conditional liberty were in issue (with reference to the historic Bugmy v The Queen finding). 
We continue to work to develop the law of disadvantage particularly as it applies to Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people. The ALS was supported by pro bono assistance from Gaby 
Bashir SC, who led Richard Wilson SC (ex ALS, now public defender). 

We provided criminal law services 
for 19,289 Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people across NSW 
and the ACT in 2020-21. 
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Upholding the right to protest
We provided on-call legal support for 
Aboriginal community members attending 
Black Lives Matter protests on 4-5 July 2020, 
28 July 2020, 26 October 2020, 7 December 
2020, 26 January 2021, and 9 April 2021. 
During each of these rallies, Aboriginal people 
could call an advertised phone number to 
receive immediate and free legal support 
and information. We continue to provide 
representation and advice for some people 
who were fined as a result of these protests.

Australian police and courts 
imprison Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people at 11 
times the rate of the non-
Indigenous population.

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 
2021, Corrective Services, Australia, https://
www.abs.gov.au/statistics/people/crime-
and-justice/corrective-services-australia/
latest-release
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The ability to appear in courts via audio-visual 
link during COVID enabled us to represent a 
greater number of clients on the South Coast 
this year. From our office in Canberra, we 
have been able to appear at multiple courts 
with appropriate support from court staff and 
police prosecutors, who provided papers and 
access to clients. 

ACT courts continued to operate during COVID 
lockdowns with practitioners appearing in 
person. While the ACT’s prison, the Alexander 
Maconochie Centre, prevented face-to-face 
visits with our incarcerated clients during 
lockdown, we have been able to ensure their 
legal needs are met through video and phone 
appointments.

Warrumbul Circle Sentencing Court
We welcomed the introduction of the 
Warrumbul Circle Sentencing Court this year. 
It is a culturally appropriate sentencing option 
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
children pleading guilty to their offences. In 
the Warrumbul Court, the Children’s Court 
Magistrate sits with three to four Elders during 
sentencing proceedings. 

The adult model of this court – the Galambany 
Circle Sentencing Court – has been in place 
for several years. An independent cost-benefit 
analysis released in 2021 found that for 
every dollar spent on the Galambany Court, 
it delivers $3 in benefits back to the ACT 
and “helps to reduce reoffending and the 
over-representation of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people in the criminal justice 
system”. We are pleased to see this effective 
and inclusive model now available for our 
younger clients. 

Supporting our sector
In 2020-21 we worked closely with the 
local Aboriginal Medical Service as well as 
Indigenous liaison staff at the Alexander 

Maconochie Centre, providing them with legal 
education to better understand legislation 
affecting their clients. 

This has had a flow-on effect to supporting 
Aboriginal people interacting with the legal 
system in the ACT. For example, the prison’s 
Indigenous liaison staff are now better able 
to advocate for their clients who are at risk of 
losing parole, after we provided education on 
recent amendments to the ACT’s sentencing 
laws which now allow for ‘clean’ street time to 
be taken into account.

Upskilling our team
Amid the pandemic, we have run internal 
Zoom webinars every week, ensuring our ACT 
staff are offered continuous legal education 
to maintain their practising certificates. Our 
staff have had access to mentoring sessions at 
the ACT Magistrate’s Court and ACT Supreme 
Court as well as sessions with University of 
Canberra academic Lorana Bartels.

We aim to provide an inclusive service, and 
we were pleased to have the opportunity to 
attend training and forums hosted by the 
ACT Disability, Aged and Carer Advocacy 
Service (ADACAS). Our team also benefited 
from viewing an ACT Law Society lecture on 
LGBTQI+ inclusion. 

This year our solicitors have also attended 
events including the online NSW Legal Aid 
Conference, NSW Public Defender Conference, 
and a lecture by University of Canberra 
academic Douglas Boer regarding the cultural 
validity of ‘risk of reoffending’ assessments.

While our team is usually supported by a 
number of generous volunteers, this has 
unfortunately not been possible during COVID 
restrictions. We look forward to welcoming 
volunteers back to our office when it is 
safe to do so.
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CASE STUDY
Our client was a young person who had experienced a difficult childhood, including 
contact with the child protection system. He was facing serious and complex 
aggravated robbery charges in the Supreme Court. He had been refused bail for 
eight months and was expecting a lengthy wait before the charges could go to trial 
due to a lack of available court dates. 

After taking instructions from our client and negotiating with the Crown, we 
were able to settle all matters efficiently, reduce the sentence sought, and list an 
arraignment and sentence date in the near future.

While waiting for the sentence date, we kept working with our client to ensure 
he had strong support and opportunities in the community, keeping him on 
track to achieve his goals. After learning he had been healing himself in custody 
through art, we organised for the jail to release his artworks and were successful 
in getting them displayed on consignment by Burrunju Aboriginal Art Gallery. 
We also organised for our client to gain work experience as a parks ranger and 
enlisted him in an intensive cultural support program provided by Winnunga 
Nimmityjah Aboriginal Health Service.

When the time came for sentencing, our client’s artwork was exhibited in the 
court and the Supreme Court Justice was impressed by his work. Our client was 
sentenced to time served of four months’ imprisonment and a good behaviour 
order for 18 months, meaning he could continue to live freely in the community, 
surrounded by the support we had helped put in place. He received a much lower 
sentence than his co-offenders. 
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Custody Notification Service
It is mandatory for ACT and NSW Police to 
report arrests of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people to our Custody Notification 
Service (commonly known as the CNS). 

This service operates 24 hours a day, 365 
days a year to ensure Aboriginal people have 
access to legal advice and representation, 
and to monitor the welfare and treatment of 
Aboriginal people when they are first taken 
into police custody.

Our CNS is the result of a recommendation 
from the Royal Commission into Aboriginal 
Deaths in Custody (1987-1991). We have 
no doubt it has saved lives; if only all Royal 
Commission recommendations had been 
applied the same way, we might have 
saved many more.

During the COVID pandemic, the CNS enabled 
us to obtain contact details of Aboriginal 
people who were facing criminal charges while 
on bail and ask the police for future court 
dates. This meant we knew when clients would 
next be required to attend court and we could 
notify the relevant ALS office, which would 
then make contact with the client and obtain 
instructions to represent them. This reduced 
the need for our clients to leave their homes 
during lockdown, helping to keep Aboriginal 
communities safe.

The CNS app
In 2020-21 we focused on digitising the data 
collection process for the CNS, partnering 
with UTS Rapido to build a custom-made app. 
When it is launched in the 2021-22 financial 
year, this app will draw on cutting-edge 
data analytics and reporting capabilities to 
make information more readily available for 
analysis within NSW and the ACT. We hope the 
enhanced insights provided by this extensive 
data will equip us to better advocate for 

Aboriginal people interacting with the criminal 
legal system. The new app and associated 
processes will also ensure our clients in 
custody are provided with a streamlined 
service by ALS solicitors.

By the end of June 2021, all CNS staff and 
many other ALS solicitors have been trained 
to use the new app. Their feedback was 
overwhelmingly positive, indicating that the 
app has made recording information much 
quicker and freed up more time to work with 
our clients. We are excited to report on the 
launch of the app in next year’s annual report. 
We are also looking at innovative ways to 
link the app with Microsoft Teams in 2021-
22, automating rostering of our solicitors and 
taking our phone system online.

We received 23,063 calls 
to the Custody Notification 
Service in 2020-21.
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CASE STUDY
We received a call to the CNS about a 15-year-old Aboriginal boy who had been 
arrested for a breach of bail in relation to interacting with another young person 
at school. He had never been in custody previously, never been charged before, 
and had never breached bail. 

When police first called us, they were determined to refuse bail, meaning the 
boy would be in police lock-up overnight. Our CNS solicitor had a discussion 
with the officer in charge, impressing on them the importance of avoiding 
juvenile detention and the likelihood that a court would grant the boy bail the 
next morning if police didn’t. The boy lived at home with his dad, who was in 
attendance at the police station, and had good support at home. The solicitor 
pointed out there were no unacceptable risks identified under the Bail Act if 
the boy were to go home with his dad that night. 

The police officer ended up agreeing with our solicitor and the boy was 
released from custody that night.

ALS Model
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Children’s Criminal Law Practice
A small team of dedicated children’s criminal 
lawyers sit within our broader NSW Criminal 
Law Practice, providing specialised services for 
young people aged 10 to 17 and their families.

This year we formalised our visiting 
legal service to provide regular visits to 
all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
children and teens in detention across NSW, 
connecting them with support from the ALS as 
well as external referrals.

We advocated for children under the 
challenging circumstances of COVID-19. For 
example, we used our Custody Notification 
Service to obtain contact details for children 
and young people charged by police and given 
bail, allowing us to follow up with them and 
represent them at court. 

Collaborating with valued partners enabled us 
to increase our reach and output. For example, 
we collaborated with Legal Aid NSW, Just 
Reinvest NSW, and Gilbert & Tobin to develop 
an information package on school attendance 
and school exclusion, helping parents and kids 
to know their legal rights regarding education.

Focus on bail
As a disproportionate number of children 
and teens face detention due to breaches of 
bail conditions, we focused on reducing these 
occurrences in 2020-21.

Currently in NSW, the Bail Act makes no 
distinction between children and adults. We 
are advocating for appropriate legislative 
change, including amendments to the Young 
Offenders Act NSW and the creation of a 
separate Bail Act NSW or a section of the Act 
specific to youth. 

In partnership with Just Reinvest NSW (an 
organisation under the auspices of the ALS), 
we piloted a Bail Project in Moree and Mount 
Druitt, aiming to create a ‘circuit breaker’ to 
stop the cycle of Aboriginal kids breaching bail 
and spending time in detention. 

This project involved surveying young people to 
gauge their understanding of how bail works 
and their personal experiences of bail; working 
with police to gain real-time information about 
Aboriginal young people being granted bail, 
as well as any breaches; using this information 
to examine bail conditions on a case-by-case 
basis and advocate on behalf of the young 
people involved; and conducting comparative 
research on bail conditions in NSW alongside 
other jurisdictions.

This pilot project, as well as a ‘snapshot 
study’ on short-term remand that we 
completed in partnership with the 
Department of Communities and Justice, 
showed us that Aboriginal young people are 
disproportionately denied bail by police. And 
when bail is granted, inappropriate conditions 
are often imposed, such as requiring young 
people to attend school, obey a curfew, or stay 
at their home address.

Read our snapshot 
study on short-term 
remand for Aboriginal 
children aged 10-17.

Not only do these onerous conditions increase 
the incidence of young people breaching their 
bail and being held on remand; they also 
contradict the Bail Act’s requirement that 
conditions reflect identified concerns about 
the person being free in the community in 
connection with their alleged offence. The Bail 
Project will continue in 2021-22. 

We assisted 1,756 children and 
young people (aged 10-17) in 
criminal law matters in 2020-21.

CASE STUDY
We provided support for a 17-year-old Aboriginal boy and his family, after the 
boy’s violent arrest in a Surry Hills park was captured in a viral video in June 
2020. Following many months of sustained advocacy, a police officer was 
charged with assault in May 2021.

CASE STUDY
In R v Connor Fontaine (a pseudonym) [2021] NSWSC 177, we lodged a 
successful application to the Supreme Court seeking to delete a night-time 
curfew from bail conditions imposed on a young person whose offending 
was said to have taken place at daytime. The Court deleted the curfew, 
stating “bail conditions are calculated to mitigate risk. Their imposition does 
not create an occasion for attempts at social engineering or paternalistic 
interventions in parenting decisions.”
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Child protection and  
family law

We support Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander parents and families to keep their kids 
safe while upholding their rights to grow up 
strong in culture and community.
The ALS Care and Protection and Family Law 
Practice comprises two teams working closely 
together to support families dealing with 
different areas of law that frequently intersect:

 f Care and protection law: Care and 
protection law applies to matters where 
the government intervenes in family life 
due to child protection concerns. This law 
varies between states and territories. Our 
care and protection team specialises in 
fighting for Aboriginal families’ rights under 
the Children and Young Persons (Care and 
Protection) Act in NSW.

We provide legal advice, representation 
and referrals for Aboriginal children, 
parents and family members in child 
protection matters. Our goal is to keep 
Aboriginal kids safe and supported within 
their family, community and culture. We 
know these are crucial protective factors 
for our kids. Growing up strong in their 
Aboriginal identity gives them a sense of 
belonging and purpose.

On the other hand, decades of evidence 
show that being removed into out-of-
home care has detrimental impacts for 
children. Young people exiting out-of-
home care are more likely than their peers 
to face unemployment, incarceration, 
homelessness, and young parenthood. They 
are then disproportionately likely to have 
their own children removed, continuing the 
cycle of state intervention and harm.

 f Family law: Australia’s family law system 
helps people resolve the legal aspects of 
family relationship issues. Family law is 
the same across Australia, but our Family 
Law Practice also delves into areas specific 
to NSW law – for example, where family, 
domestic and sexual violence is concerned.

We support Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people in family law matters 
involving the care of children. These 
can include cases of violence; divorce 
or separation; paternity disputes; and 
determining who gets to care for and 
see children.

We promote the use of the family law 
system as an early intervention tool to 
protect children’s safety while maintaining 
the autonomy of their parents and families. 
This means helping families to proactively 
make their own care arrangements to 
keep kids safe and give them the best 
start in life. This minimises the need for the 
Department of Communities and Justice 
(DCJ) to get involved, avoiding the risk of 
forced removal. 

Increasingly, we are working to integrate 
our family law and child protection teams, 
so they can provide holistic advice across 
the legal system to help each family stay 
safe and strong. Most of our clients are 
also dealing with non-legal issues, so we 
assist them to engage with other support 
services and facilitate referrals to housing, 
family and domestic violence services, 
counselling and more.

Expanding our impact
Both our child protection and family law 
teams expanded in 2020-21, supporting 
more Aboriginal families during a particularly 
difficult year. Our number of solicitors on staff, 
geographic footprint, and number of clients 
each saw a significant increase. 

As of 2020-21, we now represent Aboriginal 
parents and/or children in every specialist 
Children’s Court in NSW. Additionally, 
we provide family law advice and court 
representation to families from across NSW 
through the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Families List.

A newly streamlined intake, advice and referral 
process enabled us to provide high quality and 
consistent services to a greater number of 
clients this year. We also established an Early 
Intervention and Advice Service, providing 
telephone and in-person advice, referrals and 
early intervention legal services to Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people and families 
across NSW five days a week. This functions 
like a triage service, with one solicitor on duty 
to provide early intervention advice each 
weekday, helping clients to get quick support 
before going through the process of being 
formally assigned a solicitor. 

Navigating through COVID-19
COVID-19 had (and continues to have) a 
significant impact on our clients, restricting 
the availability of rehabilitation, domestic 
violence support, and parenting services. 
We have remained in regular contact with 
our clients throughout the pandemic and 
advocated for their rights, affirming that 
unavailability of support services should not be 
used as an excuse to deny parents access to 
their children.

The pandemic coincided with an increase in 
demand for family law services, particularly 
for women and children experiencing family, 
domestic and sexual violence. We regard 

these women and children as priority clients, 
recognising the unacceptably high risk 
of fatality as well as forced child removal 
in such cases.

While COVID lockdowns caused significant 
disruption, they enabled us to reach more 
clients by opening up the possibility of remote 
representation in regional courts. Attending 
court via phone and internet also came with 
its challenges, requiring us to equip both our 
staff and clients with the technology and skills 
to participate effectively.

Becoming accustomed to technology such 
as Microsoft Teams has also helped bring 
our geographically dispersed staff members 
closer together. In 2020-21 we put a greater 
emphasis on building a team community in 
child protection and family law, supporting 
each other both through formal mentoring 
relationships and informal gatherings.

Family Is Culture
The Family Is Culture independent review of 
Aboriginal children and young people in out-
of-home care was published in late 2019. The 
review’s Chairperson, Cobble Cobble woman 
Professor Megan Davis, was highly critical 
of the NSW child protection system and 
recommended sweeping reforms to uphold the 
rights of Aboriginal children and families.

Alongside our advocacy for the Family Is 
Culture recommendations to be implemented 
on a broad level (see pages 48-9), our team 
is undertaking targeted, local initiatives to 
put them into practice. For example, one of 
our Aboriginal solicitors sits on the Family Is 
Culture knowledge circle for the Hunter region, 
where he helps drive action alongside other 
community leaders and Elders.

As called for by Family Is Culture 
recommendation 125, we are proactively 
participating in the design of a dedicated 
court list for Aboriginal children and families 
attending court for care and protection 
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matters. This work aims to make court 
proceedings more culturally appropriate and 
accessible for families, empowering them to 
fully participate in court processes regarding 
their kids. We look forward to continuing this 
work in 2021-22.

Find out more – visit  
familyisculture.nsw.gov.au

Listening and learning from community
In collaboration with the UTS Jumbunna 
Institute and the Public Interest Advocacy 
Centre (PIAC), we held an online symposium 
on Aboriginal voices in care proceedings on 11 
February 2021. This event sought to address 
the imbalance between Aboriginal and non-
Indigenous expertise in child protection 
court matters, where the views of Aboriginal 
professionals and Elders alike are frequently 
devalued or ignored.

“Determinations about the interests 
and wellbeing of our children are being 
made without any meaningful Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander input. Across 
Australia and certainly here in NSW 
and the ACT, we need practical ways 
for Aboriginal expertise to be heard in 
courts on critical children’s issues such 
as permanency, attachment theory and 
cultural connection.” 
Karly Warner, ALS CEO

We are seeking to address this injustice in our 
day-to-day work. In 2020-21 we partnered with 
Aboriginal psychologists for the provision of 
expert evidence in children’s court proceedings, 
and we elevated the voices of our Aboriginal 
staff in activities that shape the care and 
protection system. In particular, our solicitors 
Kyron McGrath and Kygim King made 
significant contributions on working parties and 
educational initiatives for the legal profession. 

Listen to Kyron McGrath’s 
advice on working with 
Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander children 
and families on Legal 
Aid’s Lawyer Education 
Series podcast. 

Robust partnerships
Our Care and Protection and Family Law 
Practice maximises our impact by working 
in concert with other organisations and 
stakeholders. In particular, we are proud 
to partner with Legal Aid NSW and PIAC in 
our child protection and family law work 
and advocacy. 

In 2020-21 we successfully negotiated with 
the Department of Communities and Justice 
(DCJ) to facilitate referrals of Aboriginal 
clients to the ALS. This was a major 
achievement, ensuring Aboriginal families get 
prompt assistance.

Our partnership with Waminda South Coast 
Aboriginal Women’s Health and Welfare 
Aboriginal Corporation enabled us to co-locate 
two ALS solicitors at their Nowra office, where 
they provided care and protection and family 
law advice and outreach to the South Coast 
Aboriginal community. Importantly, co-locating 
these solicitors at Waminda enabled local 
Aboriginal women to receive legal support 
from the same place they access health and 
welfare services, making holistic assistance 
much more accessible.

We were also closely involved in staging the 
two-day Aboriginal Family Law Conference 
in Sydney in June 2021, which was open to 
community members as well as sector workers. 
In addition to face-to-face learning, Aboriginal 
families attending the conference came away 
with a booklet full of useful information.
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We supported 815 clients 
in family law and domestic 
violence matters, and 930 
clients in child protection 
matters in 2020-21. 

Of the family law proceedings  
we brought this year, no final 
orders were made giving 
parental responsibility to 
the government. All final 
orders resulted in parental 
responsibility being allocated 
solely to or shared by 
our clients.
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Coronial inquiries

The ALS provides legal representation and 
advice for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
families who have lost loved ones in custody. 
We support them through the often protracted 
and traumatic ordeal of the coronial inquest.
Sadly, this area of our work has grown 
significantly in the last year. We are 
devastated by the horrendous rise in deaths 
in custody. 

At the close of the 2020-21 financial year, the 
ALS currently represents 10 families who have 
lost loved ones in corrective services custody 
or in a police operation. We recognise their 
bravery and fortitude in seeking answers, as 
well as their strength in standing up against 
powerful systems to demand accountability 
for their loved ones and other Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people. Australia must 
listen to the voices of these families; it is our 
fervent hope that their advocacy will lead to 
real change.

In the last year, we appeared in inquests 
into the deaths of Nathan Reynolds, Danny 
Whitton and Dwayne Johnstone. 

In addition to providing legal representation 
in the Coroner’s Court, we are dedicated 
to prompting law reform and structural 
improvements to help Aboriginal families get 
justice through coronial inquiries. 

In 2020-21 we worked with the Jumbunna 
Institute for Indigenous Education and 
Research to improve the experiences and 
outcomes of participating in coronial inquiries 
for Aboriginal families. This work is continuing 

in the current financial year. We acknowledge 
the contribution of Jumbunna staff and 
particularly Craig Longman, Alison Whittaker, 
Padraic Gibson and Lizzy Jarrett. 

We also contributed to law reform in this 
space by providing submissions to two 
parliamentary inquiries, contributing to 
research by the Law and Justice Foundation, 
and contributing to other changes to protocols 
within the Coroner’s Court. 

At least 489 Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people died 
in custody and police incidents 
in the 30 years after the Royal 
Commission into Deaths in 
Custody up to June 2021.

As at June 2021, the ALS is 
representing 10 Aboriginal 
families in coronial inquiries 
related to deaths in custody.
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CASE STUDY
Nathan Reynolds died of a severe asthma attack at 36 years old in 2018. He was 
an adored brother, son, father, stepfather, nephew and grandson, and a tradie 
who loved both his work and his family. 

An inquest into Nathan’s death was held in October 2020, with findings 
delivered in March 2021. The Coroner found that Nathan’s death was 
contributed to by deficiencies in the management of his severe asthma by the 
Justice Health and Forensic Mental Health Network, as well as deficiencies in 
the immediate response to his medical emergency by Corrective Services NSW. 

“In the four months he was in prison, Nathan’s health steadily deteriorated and 
there were clear signs that he was heading for an acute asthma attack. He 
was cut off from community healthcare and entirely in the hands of Corrective 
Services NSW and Justice Health, who failed in their responsibilities to him. That 
failure cost Nathan his life,” said Karly Warner, our CEO.

Sarah Crellin (Principal Solicitor of the ALS 
Criminal Law Practice) speaks to media outside 
the Coroner’s Court as Nathan Reynolds’ 
sisters Makayla and Taleah look on.
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CASE STUDY
Danny Whitton was a doting father and talented rugby player. He passed away 
at just 25 years old in 2015, having fallen ill from an apparent accidental drug 
overdose while imprisoned in Junee Correctional Centre.

Coronial hearings into Danny’s death were held in February and May 2021. The 
Coroner’s findings are expected to be delivered later in 2021.

“My brother Danny passed away much too young. Five years later, our family still 
feels his loss every day,” his sister, Nikita House, told media gathered outside the 
Coroner’s Court. “Let’s honour Danny’s memory and make sure this never happens 
again. No more deaths in custody.”

Danny Whitton’s sister, Nikita House 
makes a statement to media outside the 
Coroner’s Court, surrounded by family 
and supporters.

Your Story Disability  
Legal Support

Your Story Disability Legal Support is a 
partnership between National Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Legal Services (our 
national peak body) and National Legal Aid. 
Your Story provides information, advice 
and support to people wishing to engage 
with the Royal Commission into Violence, 
Abuse, Neglect and Exploitation of People 
with Disability.

The ALS employs two solicitors to provide 
Your Story services for Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people with disability in NSW 
and the ACT. We assist our clients to share 
their stories and contribute to systemic 
change in disability services and policies, 
while minimising any risks to their privacy and 
wellbeing. Importantly, we also support our 
clients to share stories involving complaints 
and allegations against powerful institutions 
without making themselves legally vulnerable.

While the process of engaging with the Royal 
Commission undeniably brings up traumatic 
memories and emotions, the feedback from 
our clients has been overwhelmingly positive. 
Many clients have told us the process was 
empowering and cathartic, especially after 
past experiences of feeling unheard when 
submitting complaints to other bodies such as 
the NDIS or police.

Engaging with the Royal Commission also 
allows clients to link in with other holistic 
services; for example, free counselling is 
available for participants. 

ALS Model
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Reaching out to people in  
closed institutions
Gaining access to speak to people with 
disability in closed environments including 
prisons, juvenile detention centres, group 
homes and forensic units was a key goal for 
the ALS Your Story team this year.

In a significant win, we established a positive 
relationship with Youth Justice NSW which 
resulted in approval to visit all youth detention 
centres. We had attended three centres in-
person before COVID restrictions prevented 
further visits. We maintain contact with all 
centres, where Your Story materials are 
available for the young people inside and 
the Your Story 1800 number is listed on the 
free-call list.

Gaining access to group homes and forensic 
units has been difficult, particularly in the time 
of COVID, yet we were successful in setting 
up a recurring clinic at one forensic unit. Now 
that the Royal Commission has been extended, 
we hope to strengthen our connections with 
these institutions and support their residents 
in 2021-22. It is vital that these people have 
the opportunity to contribute to the Royal 
Commission and have their voices heard.

Challenges in community engagement
Between COVID restrictions, we embraced 
the opportunity to travel to Aboriginal 
communities across NSW and the ACT, raising 
awareness of the Disability Royal Commission 
and the role of Your Story solicitors. Our intent 
was to begin building strong relationships and 
trust between our solicitors and communities. 
It is unfortunate that COVID has prevented 
further face-to-face engagement, right at the 
point when these community ties were starting 
to take shape. 

We have also worked to combat a degree 
of mistrust in the Royal Commission process 
from Aboriginal people who justifiably have 
consultation fatigue after contributing to 
past inquiries which usually failed to achieve 
change. Many Aboriginal people are also 
hesitant to identify with the ‘disability’ label: 

“In traditional language there was no 
comparable word for ‘disability’. Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islanders with disabilities 
are reluctant to take on a further negative 
label – particularly if they already 
experience discrimination based on their 
Aboriginality.” - Damian Griffis, Worimi 
man and CEO of the First Peoples Disability 
Network (FPDN)

In the face of these challenges, we are relieved 
that the Royal Commission has been extended 
to 2023, allowing us more opportunities to 
navigate around these barriers in a respectful, 
culturally sensitive way.

CLIENT FEEDBACK
“Today’s commission was insightful 
and cathartic. I don’t think I would 
have been able to get to this place 
without either of you, so thank you so 
much for your dedication to humanity, 
and your support through the steps to 
get to today.”

Your Story client
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ALS Your Story solicitors 
supported more than 50 
Aboriginal people with disability 
in 2020-21. Nationally, Your 
Story solicitors worked with 
343 Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people.

We provided 87 stakeholder 
engagement sessions and 
visits to communities to raise 
awareness of Your Story and the 
Disability Royal Commission.
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Cooperative Legal  
Service Delivery

The Cooperative Legal Service Delivery  
(CLSD) Program comprises a series of  
regional justice partnerships across NSW. 
Under the program, public service providers, 
community organisations and legal service 
providers work together to support people 
experiencing social and economic disadvantage. 
The regional justice partnerships aim to 
identify and address unmet legal and related 
needs by making better referrals, creating 
new services, and coordinating the efforts of 
multiple organisations for maximum impact.

This program is funded by Legal Aid NSW, 
which supports 12 regional CLSD groups 
across NSW. In addition to participating in 
each of these groups, the ALS acts as  
regional coordinator for two CLSD 
partnerships in Central West and Moree. 

Central West region
The CLSD Program in the Central West region 
covers the communities of Dubbo, Bourke, 
Brewarrina, Nyngan, Cobar, Walgett, Lightning 
Ridge, Coonamble, Coonabarabran, Wellington 
and the surrounding towns.

In 2020-21 we continued to prioritise strategic 
advocacy for options to divert people from 
incarceration at the point of going to court. 
We welcomed the announcement of the 
Dubbo Drug Court in June 2021, following 

sustained advocacy from our CLSD members 
and others. Similarly, the NSW Government’s 
announcement of $7.5 million for a Dubbo 
residential alcohol and drug rehabilitation 
facility is expected to provide diversion 
opportunities for people whose offending is 
influenced by addiction.

Another priority for the Central West CLSD 
Program is addressing the need of vulnerable 
community members for identification 
documents. Many Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people in particular do not have 
birth certificates, which causes problems with 
proving their identity, accessing government 
services, getting a driver’s licence, opening 
bank accounts and more. 

We partnered with the Registry of Births, 
Deaths and Marriages and Walgett 
Community College to provide fee-free birth 
certificates for students in years 9 to 11. 
Approximately 97% of students at the college 
are Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander 
and most face intersecting experiences of 
disadvantage. 

While COVID-19 interrupted face-to-face 
services and meetings, we were able to 
purchase a Zoom subscription and upskill 
all regional coordinators to continue regular 
quarterly meetings online. Thankfully, the 
annual state-wide CLSD conference was able 
to go ahead in Dubbo in June 2021. This was 
the first time the conference has been held 
outside of Sydney. 

Though COVID caused disruption to our usual 
legal outreach events in Bourke, Brewarrina, 
Walgett and Lightning Ridge, we were able 
to reschedule legal outreach for court list 
days in June 2021 in Coonamble, Collarenebri, 
Goodooga and Coonabarabran.

Moree region
The Moree CLSD Program supports community 
members in Moree and surrounding towns 
including Mungindi, Boggabilla and Toomelah. 
We also distribute information to other 
community service networks in the Northern 
Tablelands, Barwon and Tamworth electorates. 

Areas of focus in 2020-21 included reducing 
community members’ fine debt, assisting 
them to procure birth certificates and driving 
licences, and helping people to draw up wills. 

Fine debt in the Moree region is very high: 
1,092 people owed $2.8 million in unpaid 
fines as at 1 August 2021. The top offences 
contributing to fine debt are failing to vote, 
using an unregistered or uninsured vehicle 
on a road, possession of prohibited drugs, 
and failing to comply with an apprehended 
domestic violence order. 

A key way to cancel debt is through work 
development orders (WDOs), and we seek out 
sponsors in the region who are able to provide 
these work placements and meet the needs of 
people seeking to work off their debt.

In partnership with the NSW Registry of 
Births, Deaths and Marriages and Legal Aid 
NSW, we were able to offer up to 50 free birth 
certificates in early 2021. It is evident that 
ongoing initiatives are needed to address the 
issue of community members lacking this vital 
form of identification.

The Moree CLSD team was fortunate enough 
to be able to hold a face-to-face meeting and 
community consultation in February 2021, 
between waves of coronavirus. The purpose 
of the consultation was to identify red tape 
and gaps that directly affect people’s ability 
to access family law, child protection, policing, 
housing, domestic violence, and other services.

In March, we held an online meeting for legal 
services to consider this community feedback 
and develop a two-year action plan to address 
the issues that were identified. Under the 
action plan, the legal services sector will 
improve information for community about 
where young people and adults can get legal 
help; provide education for service providers 
and community on police powers, bail, access 
to education and school, and addressing 
everyday legal problems; and reach older 
people who need help with getting a will and 
related documents.
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Community services

Tenancy services

The ALS auspices two organisations that 
advocate for the rights of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander renters.
The Greater Sydney Aboriginal Tenants 
Service (GSATS) operates across the Sydney 
metropolitan region as well as the local 
government areas of Hawkesbury, Wyong, 
Gosford, Blue Mountains and Wollondilly.

The Western Aboriginal Tenants Advice and 
Advocacy Service (WATAAS) is based in Dubbo 
and operates over a large area of Central 
West, North West and Far West NSW.

The primary goals of both GSATS and 
WATAAS are to help Aboriginal people find 
and maintain access to safe and appropriate 

housing that meets their needs, and to 
avoid homelessness. Many of our clients are 
financially disadvantaged and have limited 
housing options; 78% of WATAAS clients in 
the past year cite government income support 
as their main form of income, while this is the 
case for 72% of GSATS clients. Our advocacy 
on their behalf is critical in helping them to 
retain stable and secure homes and lives.

While our tenant advocates are not lawyers, 
they are well versed in the interpretation and 
application of the NSW Residential Tenancy 
Act. Both GSATS and WATAAS are able to 
act as intermediaries between tenants and 
landlords or housing providers; attend and 
prepare paperwork for the NSW Civil and 
Administrative Tribunal (NCAT); assist with 
Housing Appeals Committee applications 
and hearings for those in social housing; help 
resolve issues with repairs and maintenance; 
and connect people with other specialist 

Murra Mia Tenant Advice Service

Western Aboriginal Tenants Advice 
and Advocacy Service (WATAAS)

Northern NSW Aboriginal 
Tenants Advice and 
Advocacy Service 
(NATAAS) 

Greater Sydney Aboriginal 
Tenants Service (GSATS)

WATAAS
We are a team of:
• 4 tenant advocates 
• 1 administration worker
Tenancy advocates worked on  
338 cases during the financial year, 
supporting 309 clients. 

77% of clients said they had an 
improved understanding of tenancy 
law after working with WATAAS.

We helped people avoid 
homelessness in 56 cases and 
prevent eviction in 23 cases.

GSATS
We are a team of:
• 4 tenant advocates 
• 2 administration workers
Tenancy advocates worked on  
338 cases during the financial 
year, supporting 316 clients.

87% of clients said they had 
an improved understanding of 
tenancy law after working  
with GSATS.

We helped people avoid 
homelessness in 77 cases and 
prevent eviction in 14 cases.

We secured almost $42,000 in 
compensation for our clients for 
maintenance and repairs, withheld 
bond, overcharged rent and 
other matters.

services as appropriate. In some matters 
requiring legal applications to a court (other 
than NCAT), tenant advocates refer cases onto 
the Tenants’ Union of NSW.

GSATS and WATAAS support Aboriginal people 
in social housing as well as private housing, 
Aboriginal Land Council properties, and other 
forms of rental arrangements.

Positive partnerships
This financial year we established a rewarding 
partnership with the Legal Aid NSW housing 
and homelessness team, providing for 
increased referrals of Aboriginal people to 
both WATAAS and GSATS. This has helped to 
ensure that Aboriginal people approaching 
Legal Aid for help with their tenancy 
matters are able to receive tailored cultural 

support. The outcomes for clients have been 
overwhelmingly positive, with many people 
able to retain their housing.

We are grateful to the Tenants’ Union, which 
directed a portion of COVID funding to GSATS, 
allowing us to hire an additional casual 
administration worker and case manager and 
provide extra support for our clients.

Our GSATS team worked with Aboriginal 
housing providers and the Department of 
Communities and Justice (DCJ) to support 
tenants through a transition of several 
properties from DCJ management to the 
Aboriginal providers. We were pleased to 
be there for tenants during this period of 
upheaval when many people weren’t sure 
who their new landlord was or where to go for 
routine enquiries and assistance.
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Just Reinvest NSW

The goal of justice reinvestment is to redirect 
resources away from incarceration to addressing 
the root causes of offending in communities. 
At the heart of justice reinvestment is the idea 
that safety is achieved by building stronger 
communities, and that prisons are costing our 
society extraordinary amounts of money while 
failing to keep us strong, safe or supported.

The ALS auspices Just Reinvest NSW, a 
coalition of more than 20 organisations 
working to address the over-representation 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
young people in custody through a justice 
reinvestment approach. 

Justice reinvestment in Bourke
Just Reinvest NSW began collaborating with 
the Bourke community in 2013, where together 
with local group Maranguka, the first major 
justice reinvestment initiative in Australia  
was established.

Maranguka has become a nationally 
renowned success story. A 2018 impact 
assessment undertaken by consulting firm 
KPMG found that Maranguka achieved results 
including a 42% reduction in days spent in 
custody, a 31% increase in year 12 completion, 
and a 23% reduction in police-recorded 
incidence of domestic violence.

Now Maranguka is on track to become 
independent from Just Reinvest and continue 
its ground-breaking work as a fully fledged 
not-for-profit organisation. Maranguka was 
incorporated in the 2020-21 financial year, 
and we are supporting the team to gain 
registration with the Australian Charities and 
Not-for-profits Commission. The transition to 

independence is expected to be complete by 
the end of the 2021 calendar year.

Justice reinvestment in Moree
Initiatives in Moree during the financial year 
included the Bail Project (see page 28) and 
the recruitment of Mekayla Cochrane, Just 
Reinvest’s deadly Project Officer who has 
facilitated several activities to engage children 
and teens and keep them out of trouble. 
Mekayla’s impact was recognised when she 
received a Reconciliation Award in 2021.

While COVID-19 has forced us to delay some 
projects, there have been silver linings, such as 
our work with King & Wood Mallesons and Dell 
to secure 100 free laptops for Moree residents 
needing computer access during lockdown.
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Justice reinvestment in Mount Druitt

This financial year we began supporting the grassroots Western Sydney Watch  
Committee in ensuring accountability in engagements with local police. 

We continued to partner with IAG, Australian Red Cross, Births Deaths & Marriages, and 
Revenue NSW on the Learner Driver Mentor Program, recognising that driving without 
a licence is a significant pathway to involvement in the criminal legal system for young 
people. Additionally, we worked with Revenue NSW and the local community on a Fines 
Community Action Plan for Mount Druitt, aiming to decrease the number of fines issued by 
police, as well as advocating for free Opal cards to help young people get around.

Young people are leading the way in justice reinvestment in Mount Druitt, with our project 
leads Isaiah Sines and Terleaha Williams implementing an OzTag program and a music 
program at the request of local youth. Terleaha and Isaiah also met with authority figures 
including the Attorney General, the Advocate for Children and Young People, and the 
Australian Human Rights Commission’s Children’s Commissioner to advocate on matters 
affecting Aboriginal youth, including the urgent need to raise the age of legal responsibility.
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ACT programs

We provide community justice programs in the 
ACT offering holistic support for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people interacting 
with the legal system.
Unfortunately, we have been limited in the 
extent of services we can provide due to 
COVID restrictions. However, we are pleased 
to have recently advertised for three new roles 
across the Front-Up and Ngurrambai Bail 
Support programs, and we look forward to 
reviving these services to their full potential.

Ngurrambai Bail Support 
This program supports Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people who are on bail or 
applying for it. We aim to help our clients to 
stay out of trouble while on bail and ultimately 
avoid future interactions with the criminal 
legal system.

We provide clients with individualised care 
plans offering a range of support during 
their bail period, ranging from rehabilitation 
to healthcare and housing. In conjunction 
with the ACT ALS legal team, we provide 
legal advice and representation to support 
bail applications and facilitate referrals 
to additional support programs that can 
assist people to remain strong and safe 
while on bail.

Some people join Ngurrambai Bail Support 
voluntarily, while others’ participation is 
mandated as a condition of bail. 

Front-Up
Front-Up is an Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander community justice program of the 
ACT Government. The ALS is contracted as a 
program provider by the Government.

Through Front-Up, we support people with 
outstanding warrants or bail breaches to face 
court. We negotiate on behalf of our clients 
and assist them to attend court and resolve 
outstanding warrant matters without being 
held in custody for any significant length of 
time (or at all). 

Due to COVID limitations, we were only able 
to support 12 clients through the Front-Up 
program in 2020-21.

We provided bail support for 145 
clients in 2020-21.

ALS Model

At the ALS, we don’t just want to 
change individual lives – we want to 
change the system.
In addition to our legal work on behalf of 
clients, we contribute to inquiries, campaigns 
and public debates that seek to transform the 
legal system towards justice and equity for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.

Priorities for change

Our ongoing priorities for legislative change 
and strategic reform include:

 f Reducing incarceration of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people

 f Raising the age of legal responsibility 
to at least 14

 f Preventing deaths in custody 

 f Safeguarding Aboriginal children’s 
rights to grow up strong in family, 
community and culture

Reducing incarceration of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people
When the Royal Commission into Aboriginal 
Deaths in Custody concluded 30 years 
ago, it found that Aboriginal people were 
disproportionately dying in custody because 
of the “gross over-representation” of our 
people in prisons.

In 1991, Aboriginal people constituted 14.4% 
of people in Australia’s prisons. Today, 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
make up 26% of the adult prison population 
in both NSW and the ACT, despite being 
about 3.3% of the Australian population. The 
statistics are even worse for young people; 
currently 46% of juveniles in NSW custody and 
36% of those in ACT custody are Aboriginal.

In both our front-line work and our advocacy, 
we work hard to divert Aboriginal children 
and adults away from incarceration and into 
therapeutic responses that address the root 

causes of their offending. We advocate for 
drug and alcohol addiction to be treated 
for what they are – health issues – rather 
than criminal matters. We argue for the 
complete repeal of laws criminalising offensive 
language. And we support holistic, culturally 
appropriate initiatives to provide people with 
a social safety net and stop the de-facto 
criminalisation of poverty.

Additionally, we know that racism and 
discrimination play a key role in the over-
policing of Aboriginal people. We work to 
fearlessly call this out when we see it and 
hold police to the highest standards of 
accountability.

Raising the age of legal responsibility 
to at least 14
The ALS continues to be strongly involved 
in the #RaiseTheAge campaign, calling for 
Australia to stop imprisoning children as 
young as 10. Disappointingly, the Council 
of Attorneys-General declined a chance to 
implement this change across Australia in a 
mid-2020 meeting, leaving it up to the states 
and territories to pursue action.

We applauded the ACT Government’s decision 
to lead the nation in announcing in November 
2020 that they would raise the age of legal 
responsibility. Since then, the Government 
has released a discussion paper to call on 
community input to how to bring about this 
change, and we have participated in a number 
of consultations.

We continue to call on the NSW Government 
to follow the ACT’s lead. In May 2021, we 
joined other members of the Raise the Age 
coalition in publicly releasing 48 submissions 
to the Council of Attorneys-General which 
the Council had kept private for over a year. 
The Human Rights Law Centre had previously 
attempted to access these submissions 
through a freedom of information request, 
which was declined. 

Changing the system
Advocacy and law reform
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We believe it is in the public interest for ours 
and others’ submissions to be on the record, 
demonstrating our reasons and evidence 
for raising the age of legal responsibility to 
at least 14. 

The submissions can be viewed at 
www.raisetheage.org.au/ 
cag-submissions

Preventing deaths in custody
April 2021 marked 30 years since the 
royal commission that was meant to end 
disproportionate Aboriginal deaths in custody. 
Yet at least 489 Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people have died since then in 
prisons and police custody. This includes a 
heartbreaking spate of incidents in March 
to May 2021, when eight people including 
Barkindji man Anzac Sullivan, Bundjalung and 
Gomeroi man Bill Haines, and Gamilaroi man 
Michael Peachey died in short succession.

We contributed to the NSW Government’s 
2020 inquiry into the high level of First 
Nations people in custody and oversight 
and review of deaths in custody, issuing 25 
recommendations to reduce incarceration 
of our people, prevent deaths in custody, 
and improve the ways these deaths are 
investigated when they occur.

The inquiry released its final report on 16 April, 
the 30th anniversary of the final report of the 
Royal Commission into Deaths in Custody. We 
welcomed a number of the report’s admissions 
and recommendations, reflecting the 
importance of access to healthcare in prisons, 
the promotion of alternatives to imprisonment, 
access to drug and alcohol services, and 
reforms to coronial inquests. In other ways,  
the report fell too short, particularly in its lack 
of insight into the role of systemic racism in 
state institutions.

Ultimately, the solutions to prevent further 
deaths in custody are evident and plenty. 
What is missing is the political will to enact 
them – and for this, we will keep campaigning 
for accountability and transformative change.

“It is appropriate that the very first 
recommendation from this NSW inquiry is to 
fully implement the recommendations from 
the Royal Commission, many of which have 
been gathering dust for the last 30 years. 
Yet this highlights the fact that reports and 
recommendations mean very little unless 
they are embraced by governments and 
translated into decisive action,” said our 
CEO, Karly Warner.

Listen to Karly Warner, 
Keenan Mundine and 
Alison Whittaker 
discuss the NSW 
parliamentary inquiry 
into deaths in custody 
on Larissa Behrendt’s 
Speaking Out program 
on the ABC. 

Safeguarding Aboriginal children’s 
rights to grow up strong in family, 
community and culture
In NSW, government authorities remove 
Aboriginal children from their homes at 10 
times the rate of non-Indigenous kids. In the 
ACT, Aboriginal children are a staggering 14 
times more likely to be removed into out-of-
home care by government authorities than 
their non-Indigenous peers.

More Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
children and young people are taken from 
their families today than at the time of the 
Apology to the Stolen Generations. Meanwhile, 
evidence abounds that many child ‘protection’ 
authorities lack cultural understanding of 
Aboriginal families and fail to provide early 

intervention and family support services  
that could avoid the need for removal.

Our advocacy in this space is guided by 
the Family Is Culture independent review, 
published in late 2019. The review, led by 
Cobble Cobble woman Professor Megan  
Davis, represents a deep-dive into the 
circumstances of 1,144 Aboriginal children  
and young people who were removed into  
out-of-home care in NSW in 2015-16.

Since the publication of Family Is Culture, 
we have strongly advocated for the 
full implementation of its 126 systemic 
recommendations. On 4 December 2020, we 
partnered with AbSec (NSW Child, Family and 
Community Peak Aboriginal Corporation) and 
the UTS Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous 
Education and Research to host a public 
webinar, ‘One year on from Family Is Culture: 
the recommendations, the government 
response, and the road forward’. We were 
honoured to be joined by Professor Davis as 
well as Emma Buxton-Namisnyk and Dr Althea 
Gibson, members of the review team.

Other reform initiatives

Closing the Gap
For the first time, the National Agreement 
on Closing the Gap has been developed in 
genuine partnership between Australian 
governments and Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peak organisations. The new National 
Agreement, formed in July 2020, represents a 
fresh approach that recognises the essential 
role of our Aboriginal community-controlled 
organisations in driving change.

The ALS is proud to be involved in Closing the 
Gap as a member of the NSW Coalition of 
Aboriginal Peaks (CAPO). Together with other 
CAPO members, we held engagement sessions 
in April 2021 to seek community input on the 
NSW Closing the Gap framework.

COVID-19 has presented obvious challenges 
to community consultation, but we aim to 
continue this process in the latter half of the 
2021 calendar year. With our community firmly 
in the driver’s seat, we look forward to making 
headway on the five Closing the Gap priority 
reforms for NSW:

 f Formal partnerships and shared 
decision making

 f Building the community-controlled sector

 f Transforming government organisations

 f Shared access to data and information at  
a regional level

 f Economic prosperity and employment 
(additional for NSW)

Fighting bad laws in the ACT
We stridently opposed a proposal to amend 
the ACT Bail Act and remove the presumption 
in favour of bail in cases of assault on front-
line workers.

Protecting front-line workers is important, but 
indiscriminately placing more people in the 
ACT’s jail – which is already overcrowded – 
does not address this issue.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
are frequently ensnared in the criminal legal 
system via the ‘trifecta’ of charges: offensive 
language, resisting arrest, and assaulting 
a police officer. For example, an Aboriginal 
person might be pulled up by police for 
swearing in public, and the interaction quickly 
becomes antagonistic and heated. The police 
officer then attempts to place the person 
under arrest, perhaps by handcuffing them, 
but they resist and swing out at the officer. 
What started with a bit of bad language ends 
up with someone facing a slew of charges. This 
happens all too frequently.
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 f The NSW Legislative Assembly Committee 
on Law and Safety’s inquiry into 
assaults on members of the police force 
(September 2020)

 f The NSW Department of Communities and 
Justice administrative review of the Bail Act 
2013 (August 2020)

 f The House Standing Committee on Social 
Policy and Legal Affairs’ inquiry into family, 
domestic and sexual violence (August 2020)

Our submissions can be viewed on 
our website at www.alsnswact.org.
au/papers_submissions 

Speaking out publicly

The ALS in the news
The ALS continued to be a strong voice in the 
news media in 2020-21, speaking out against 
injustices and pointing the way to change.

We were mentioned more than 350 times in 
print and online media, and many more in 
broadcast media, advocating against matters 
including the strip-searching of children, 
violent treatment of Aboriginal people in police 
custody, the higher incidence of bail refusal for 
Aboriginal people than non-Indigenous people, 
and the devastating continuation of deaths 
in custody. Combined together, these media 
items reached millions of people.

Our CEO, Karly Warner, was interviewed on 
TV programs including ABC News Breakfast, 
ABC 7:30 and NITV’s The Point, and radio 
programs including ABC RN Drive and ABC 
Radio Canberra Drive. She wrote opinion 
editorials for outlets including The Sydney 
Morning Herald and The Newcastle Herald, 
calling for action to prevent deaths in custody 
and the removal of Aboriginal children from 
their families.

Under the ACT Opposition’s proposed 
reforms to the Bail Act, this scenario could 
automatically result in jail time, regardless of 
whether the offender poses any real risk to 
front-line workers or the public.

The ACT is also looking at making 
amendments to the Supreme Court Act which 
would seriously disadvantage defendants 
in criminal trials. These include changing 
the requirement for a unanimous verdict 
to a majority verdict; reducing the number 
of challenges available to an accused; and 
adding to the types of offences that can be 
heard by a judge alone.

Both these proposed amendments and those 
to the Bail Act remain on the table and the 
ALS will continue to fight them in 2021-22.

Contributions to inquiries  
and reviews
Over the financial year, we provided 
advice and recommendations to several 
parliamentary inquiries and legislative 
reviews including: 

 f The NSW Joint Select Committee on 
coercive control (March 2021)

 f The NSW Department of Communities 
and Justice review of Section 293 
of the Criminal Procedure Act 1986 
(January 2021)

 f The NSW Parliamentary Committee on 
Children and Young People’s inquiry into 
the child protection and social services 
system (January 2021)

 f The NSW Sentencing Council’s review into 
sentencing for assaults against emergency 
service workers (October 2020)

 f The NSW Select Committee into the high 
level of First Nations people in custody and 
oversight and review of deaths in custody 
(September 2020)
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Our Principal Solicitor (Criminal Law Practice), Sarah Crellin, quoted on page 2 of 
The Australian on 26 March 2021.

An opinion piece published in The Sydney Morning Herald on 16 April 2021.
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Our online support base

www.alsnswact.org.au 
38k subscribers

Facebook 
22k page likes

Twitter 
6.9k followers

LinkedIn 
3.4k followers

Instagram 
2.3k followers

This year we reached

326k people  
through Facebook

43k people  
through Instagram

And people viewed
Our tweets  
3.2m times 

Our website  
342k times

Our YouTube videos 
14k times 

Our LinkedIn page  
600 times per month

As well as facilitating our own media 
appearances, we provide vital support for 
families whose loved ones have died in  
custody to tell their stories in the news. In 
2020-21 we coordinated news coverage for 
the families of Dwayne Johnstone, Nathan 
Reynolds, Anzac Sullivan, and Danny Whitton.

Online advocacy
Our website and social media channels 
continue to be effective tools to directly reach 
our mob and supporters. We used these 
platforms in 2020-21 to keep people informed 
about the activities of the ALS and issues 
relating to Indigenous justice, and to advocate 
for our key priorities.

We began using Instagram in early 2021 and 
have seen strong growth and engagement  
on this platform to date. We are also active  
on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. While  
we have a YouTube account, we lack the 
capacity to regularly produce video content  
for this platform.

In the year ahead, we look forward to 
undertaking data cleansing activities on our 
website database, providing greater insights 
into both our Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander audience and our non-Indigenous 
allies. These analytics will better enable us  
to provide information and advocacy relevant 
to each group.

We also look forward to increasing our delivery 
of community legal education through our 
website and social media channels, aided 
by the planned hire of a Community Legal 
Education Officer in the communications and 
marketing team.
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Professional, effective and ethical
Internal operations and management

Human resources

Our team

At 30 June 2021, we had 240 employees 
working at the ALS and our auspiced services 
– an increase of 23 people compared to the 
same time last year.
This includes 12 employees with Just Reinvest 
NSW, 6 employees with the Western Aboriginal 
Tenants Advice and Advocacy Service 
(WATAAS), and 6 employees with the Greater 
Sydney Aboriginal Tenants Service (GSATS).

While we are pleased to grow our team, 
there is work to do in attracting a higher 
number of skilled Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander employees. We know we are in the 
best position to serve our communities when 
we have a strong, well supported Aboriginal 
workforce. This is a key focus area of our 2021-
2026 strategic plan.

HR initiatives in 2020-21

The Human Resources team continued to 
work hard this year to support staff through 
COVID-19. 
Amid this challenging environment, we 
successfully recruited for a number of new 
positions including Senior Human Resources 
Manager, Senior Compliance Manager and 
Advocacy Advisor, Communications and 
Marketing Manager, Events and Partnerships 
Coordinator, and Data Quality Improvement 
Coordinator.

These new roles reflect an increased 
investment in ensuring ALS services are 
strengthened by robust supporting functions.
We introduced a new development planning 
and performance review tool in 2020, 
equipping staff with an online framework 
to easily and effectively report on past 
performance and plan ahead for the future. 

In 2021, our Redfern criminal law office and 
Haymarket shared services office moved to 
new premises on Chalmers Street in the heart 
of Redfern. This fresh, modern workspace is 
much better equipped to help both teams 
grow and collaborate together.

101

139

Aboriginality of employees

Aboriginal employees Non-Aboriginal employees

Aboriginality of employees

Role of employees

Non-Aboriginal employees
Aboriginal employees

Legal team
Administration officers
Field and engagement officers
Shared services team
Legal practice managers
Tenant advocates 
Program managers and coordinators
Executive

2

15

131

6

20
7

44

15

Roles of employees

Executive Legal practice managers

Legal team Program managers and coordinators

Field and engagement officers Tenant advocates

Administration officers Shared services team

Tenant advocates

Shared services team

Program managers and coordinators

Legal team

Legal practice managers

Field and engagement o�cers

Executive

Administration o�cers

Program managers and coordinators

ALS staff and family at a 
NAIDOC event in Wollongong.
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Technology and data 
management

Information technology

Due to the pandemic and resulting lockdowns 
in 2020, we accelerated the conversion of our 
information technology (IT) infrastructure to 
Microsoft 365 and other cloud-based systems. 
This allowed for flexibility in work practices 
(such as working from home) and provided 
greater reliability, ease of management,  
and reduced cost. 
During the 2020-21 financial year, we 
continued this modernisation process. We 
began the process of migrating office-based 

file servers to the cloud, allowing staff to 
access files wherever they work. The migration 
to the cloud is also expected to reduce 
ongoing equipment costs and is due for 
completion in the 2021-22 financial year.

We also began the conversion of all office fax 
machines to a virtual system, again eliminating 
the need for physical equipment in offices. 
When this system is fully rolled out, all staff will 
be able to send and receive faxes via email.

These are just the highlights from an extremely 
busy year for our IT team, which also 
supported the relocation of our Redfern and 
Haymarket offices. This involved building the 
largest single-site network infrastructure of 
any ALS office.

Funding and donations

Public funding of our 
programs

The majority of ALS legal services are funded 
through the National Legal Assistance 
Partnership (NLAP), funded by the Australian 
Government and administered by the NSW 
Government and ACT Government. Under the 
NLAP, our core legal services are funded up  
to 2026.
ALS also receives funding for a range of key 
legal service and support programs including:

• Funding from the NSW Government 
through the Department of Fair Trading 
to support the activities of the Western 
Aboriginal Tenants Advice and Advocacy 
Service (WATAAS) and Greater Sydney 
Aboriginal Tenants Service (GSATS).

• ACT Government funding for the 
Ngurrambai Bail Support and Front-
Up programs. 

• Legal Aid NSW provides funding for ALS 
participation in the Early Appropriate Guilty 
Plea scheme; care and protection services 
in regional locations; and the Cooperative 
Legal Service Delivery program.

• Commonwealth grant funding though 
the National Indigenous Australians 
Agency provides for our Custody 
Notification Service. 

Data management

Vast improvements were made this year in 
our data collection and handling processes, 
aided by the recruitment of a Data Quality 
Improvement Coordinator reporting to the 
Data Manager.
The team’s focus has been on uplifting the 
quality, governance and transparency of ALS 
data concerning our clients, services and 
output. Our core data repository is the ALS 
Client Management System (CMS), which has 
been improved through the addition of new 
fields as well as tailored training to support 
employees in submitting information.

By improving the recording of our services and 
details of our clients’ circumstances and needs, 
we can serve them much more effectively. This 
also enables us to quantify how our funding 
is used, allocate resources, demonstrate the 
value provided by the ALS, and advocate for 
more funding where needed.

We continue to work on building a suite of 
tools to proactively manage our data into the 
future, harnessing the power of data to inform 
our decisions and services and meet our 
reporting requirements.
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Fundraising

The ALS is fortunate and deeply grateful to 
be supported by a number of businesses, 
foundations and generous individuals.
Over the financial year, we received $1.3 
million in donations and charitable funding –  
a threefold increase from the previous year. 
This is largely attributable to improved 
donation capabilities via our website; the 
www.alsnswact.org.au website was fully 
overhauled and redesigned in 2019, and this 
was the first full financial year in which we 
were able to reap its benefits. More than 3,800 
generous people donated to the ALS over the 
course of the year. 

We received an outpouring of public support 
in connection with the Black Lives Matter 
movement which poured over into the 
2020-21 financial year. We are bolstered by 
the solidarity of so many Australians who 
are helping us fight back against police 
discrimination and deaths in custody.

We aim to grow our fundraising efforts further 
in 2021-22. We are investing in building a 
regular giving program to build the number of 
donors making ongoing, monthly contributions 
to our work. We are focused on building strong 
and genuine relationships with our supporters 
and look forward to running a supporter 
survey in the near future, learning more about 
them and what they want to see from the 
ALS. We are also working to establish ongoing 
communication with our community of allies, 
sharing regular updates on what we are 
achieving together. 

Thank you to our funders, partners 
and supporters
ALS major funders

• Australian Government

• NSW Government

• ACT Government

ALS supporters & pro bono partners

• Ashurst

• City of Sydney

• Data4Good

• Gilbert & Tobin

• Google

• H. Khoury

• King & Wood Mallesons

• The Johnson Family Foundation

• Laura McMenamin

• Sony Music Entertainment

• Catherine Stuart

• UTS Rapido 
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Financials
The 2020-21 financial year marked the 15th 
year of operations for a united Aboriginal 
Legal Service (NSW/ACT) since our 
amalgamation from six regional ALS bodies 
in July 2006. The organisation is pleased to 
present an overview of its financial position at 
30 June 2021, including a growth in revenue. 

This financial year marked the beginning 
of our new funding agreement with the 
Australian Government under the National 
Legal Assistance Partnership, which provides 
the ALS with a total of $102.6 million over five 
years to 30 June 2025. In addition to operating 
our core legal services, we continue to 
operate various projects and services funded 

Financials

by the NSW Government, ACT Government, 
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, 
and Legal Aid NSW. Additionally, various 
philanthropic bodies play a key role in funding 
Just Reinvest NSW. 

The ALS received a high volume of donations 
during the year, totalling $1.3 million 
(excluding donations for Just Reinvest NSW). 
We are thankful for the support of our donors 
and funders in ensuring the ALS remains 
well equipped to provide excellent services 
for our people.
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE  
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021

2021
$

2020
$

OPERATING ACTIVITIES

INCOME
Revenue from operations 26,949,318 25,426,442
Interest received 126,807 219,217
Profit on asset disposal - 12,826
Donations and charitable funding 2,467,245 793,238

29,543,370 26,451,723

EXPENSES
Staffing and on-costs 19,357,416 17,891,722
Employee entitlement provisions 450,846 422,512
Depreciation and loss on asset disposal 52,851 70,886
Professional and travelling expenses 2,702,861 2,704,328
Other overheads 5,144,288 4,834,420

27,708,262 25,923,868

SURPLUS 1,835,108 527,855

Opening accumulated surplus 3,328,424 2,800,568

ACCUMULATED SURPLUS $5,163,532 $3,328,424

Financials

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION  
AS AT 30 JUNE 2021

2021
$

2020
$

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash 19,909,677 13,297,188
Receivables 358,930 153,804
Other current assets 665,497 444,140

20,934,104 13,895,132

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Property, plant and equipment 1,728,701 1,765,382

TOTAL ASSETS 22,662,805 15,660,514

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Creditors and borrowings 1,607,959 1,413,342
Payroll liabilities 373,066 162,967
Provisions 3,055,002 2,650,236
Other liabilities 8,223,309 3,913,611

13,259,336 8,140,156
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

Provisions 1,426,437 1,378,435

1,426,437 1,378,435

TOTAL LIABILITIES 14,685,774 9,518,591 

NET ASSETS $7,977,031 $6,141,923

MEMBER FUNDS

Initial contribution for members 1,280,271 1,280,271
Assets reserve 1,533,228 1,533,228
Accumulated surplus/(-deficit) 5,163,532 3,328,424

NET MEMBER FUNDS $7,977,031 $6,141,923
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE  
YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2021

2021
$

2020
$

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from operations 33,621,895 27,283,117
Payments to employees (18,771,483) (17,544,900)
Payments to suppliers (8,221,752) (7,516,330)
Net cash provided by operating activities 6,628,660 2,221,887

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Net proceeds from disposal of assets - 12,826
Purchase of assets (16,170) (59,345)
Net cash provided by investing activities (16,170) (46,519) 

CASH SURPLUS 6,612,490 2,175,368 

Cash at the beginning of the year 13,297,187 11,121,819

Cash at the end of the year $19,909,677 $13,297,187

Financials cont.

RECONCILIATION OF CASH FLOWS  
FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

2021
$

2020
$

Net Surplus 1,835,108 527,855
Add back:
Depreciation 52,851 70,886
Provisions 452,771 422,512
Profit/loss on disposal of assets (12,826)

2,340,730 1,008,427
Change in working capital
Decrease in receivables (205,126) 405,153
Increase in other current assets (221,356) 2,523
Increase in creditors, accruals and payroll 404,716 379,543
Decrease in other current liabilities 4,309,696 426,241

4,287,930 1,213,460

Cash from operating activities $6,628,660 $2,221,887

Notes
1. The financial statements and reconciliations on pages 60-62 include transactions from the following 

auspiced services: Greater Sydney Aboriginal Tenants Service (GSATS), Western Aboriginal Tenants Advice 
and Advocacy Service (WATAAS) and Just Reinvest NSW.

2. The Statement of Financial Performance, Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Cash Flows and 
Reconciliation of Cash Flows from Operating Activities are an extract from the full Financial Statements  
for the year ended 30 June 2021. The extracted Statements should be read in conjunction with the notes  
to financial statements. The full Financial Statements are available upon request.  

Join our team 
visit www.alsnswact.org.au/jobs 
to see what roles are available

Sign up for updates  
at www.alsnswact.org.au 

Join the movement
Get involved with the ALS

Partner with us  
through workplace giving, 
corporate donations, or  
in-kind support - email  
finance@alsnswact.org.au  
to find out how

Donate  
once or set up an automatic 
monthly contribution at  
www.alsnswact.org.au/donate 
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Toll-free assistance lines
For police charges and criminal matters: 1800 765 767
For child protection and family matters: 1800 733 233

Find us online
www.alsnswact.org.au

Get in touch
Contact details

Head office (Redfern)
Level 4, 261-265 Chalmers St
Redfern NSW 2016
PO Box 646
Surry Hills NSW 2010
Tel: (02) 9213 4100
Fax: (02) 9213 4101
Email: community@
alsnswact.org.au 

Armidale
128A Dangar St
PO Box 708
Armidale NSW 2350
Tel: (02) 6771 6000
Fax: (02) 6771 6001

Bathurst
282 Howick St
PO Box 29
Bathurst NSW 2795
Tel: (02) 6330 7900
Fax: (02) 6330 7901

Bourke
18 Richard St
PO Box 285
Bourke NSW 2840
Tel: (02) 6870 8100
Fax: (02) 6870 8101

Broken Hill
35 Sulphide St
PO Box 494
Broken Hill NSW 2880
Tel: (08) 8084 2300
Fax: (08) 8084 2301 

Canberra
Level 7, 17-21 University Ave
PO Box 434
Canberra ACT 2601
Tel: (02) 6120 8800
Fax: (02) 6120 8801 

Coffs Harbour
203 Rose Ave
PO Box 2445
Coffs Harbour NSW 2450
Tel: (02) 6640 1400
Fax: (02) 6640 1410 

Dubbo
23-25 Carrington Ave
PO Box 446
Dubbo NSW 2830
Tel: (02) 6841 6966
Fax: (02) 6841 6901

Griffith
112 Yambil St
PO Box 1374
Griffith NSW 2680
Tel: (02) 6969 6800
Fax: (02) 6969 6801

Kempsey
41 Belgrave St
PO Box 40
Kempsey NSW 2440
Tel: (02) 6561 3200
Fax: (02) 6561 3201 

Lismore
Suite 3, Level 4,
29 Molesworth St
PO Box 671
Lismore NSW 2480
Criminal Law Practice:
Tel: (02) 6623 4400
Fax: (02) 6623 4401
Care & Protection and Family 
Law Practice:
Tel: (02) 6623 4450
Fax: (02) 6623 4451 

Moree
47 Auburn St
PO Box 316
Moree NSW 2400
Tel: (02) 6757 8300
Fax: (02) 6752 8301 

Moruya
8 Mirrabooka Ave
PO Box 604
Moruya NSW 2537
Tel: (02) 4474 8600
Fax: (02) 4474 8601

Newcastle
Level 4, 456-460 Hunter St
PO Box 222
Newcastle NSW 2300
Criminal Law Practice:
Tel: (02) 4914 6500
Fax: (02) 4914 6501
Care & Protection and Family 
Law Practice:
Tel: (02) 4914 6550
Fax: (02) 4914 6551

Auspiced and Partnered Services

Nowra
89 Plunkett St
PO Box 998
Nowra NSW 2541
Tel: (02) 4424 8900
Fax: (02) 4424 8901

Parramatta
Level 8, 33 Argyle St
Parramatta NSW 2150
PO Box W37
Westfield Parramatta NSW 2150
Criminal Law Practice:
Tel: (02) 8836 3400
Fax: (02) 8836 3499
Care & Protection and Family 
Law Practice:
Tel: (02) 8836 3444
Fax: (02) 8836 3449

Redfern
Level 3, 261-265 Chalmers St
Redfern NSW 2016
PO Box 2257
Strawberry Hills NSW 2012
Tel: (02) 8303 6600
Fax: (02) 8303 6601

Tamworth
78-80 Brisbane St
PO Box 1323
Tamworth NSW 2340
Tel: (02) 6763 9700
Fax: (02) 6763 9701

Wagga Wagga
19 Trail St
PO Box 5036
Wagga Wagga NSW 2650
Tel: (02) 6932 7200
Fax: (02) 6932 7201

Greater Sydney Aboriginal 
Tenants Service (GSATS)
178 Queen St
PO Box 140
St Marys NSW 2760
Tel: (02) 9833 3314
Fax: (02) 9833 8754

Western Aboriginal Tenants 
Advice and Advocacy 
Service (WATAAS)
201 Brisbane St
PO Box 2025
Dubbo NSW 2830
Tel: 1800 810 233 and 
(02) 6881 5700
Fax: (02) 6881 5701 

Just Reinvest NSW (Head office)
Suite 302, 24-30 Springfield Ave
Potts Point NSW 2011
www.justreinvest.org.au

Maranguka Community Hub
41B Mitchell St
PO Box 24
Bourke NSW 2840
Tel: (02) 5834 7900

Your Story Disability 
Legal Support
PO Box K847
Haymarket NSW 1238
Tel: 1800 77 1800
yourstorydisabilitylegal.org.au 

Walgett
31 Fox St
PO Box 311
Walgett NSW 2832
Tel: (02) 6817 9200
Fax: (02) 6817 9201
 
Wollongong
63A Market St
PO Box 191
Wollongong NSW 2500
Criminal Law Practice:
Tel: (02) 4276 7100
Fax: (02) 4276 7101
Care & Protection and Family 
Law Practice:
Tel: (02) 4276 7150
Fax: (02) 8836 3449
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A group of early ALS team members including Gary Williams, 
Lyn Craigie, Gary Foley, Ann Weldon and Billy Craigie stand in 
front of the office in Redfern in 1974. Photo courtesy of the 
National Archives of Australia.
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www.alsnswact.org.au 


